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KVK & agricultural scientists have an important role to play in Agriculture development: Minister

KVK holds the key to achieving self-sufficiency in food and in this process
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Amar Singh died at a

An initiative of ANPCC with technical support from CPCB

Continuous Ambient Air Quality Monitoring Station to be set up at Port Blair

On Weeks End, Saturday and Sunday, the orders No. CS/SF/PS/05/2020 dated 28th July, 2020 shall be strictly complied with.

Shops/estABLishments shall remain closed from midnight of 4th August to midnight of 11th August

Shops which are exempted from closure notified

Port Blair, Aug 1

In pursuance of powers vested u/s 51(b) of the Disaster Management Act, 2005 and in order to enforce strict compliance of the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) which are the standards for ambient air quality under the Air Act, 1981, with the reference to various identified pollutant notified by the CPCB under the Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1981, with the objective to make uniform yardstick for the assessment of air quality at National level, to indicate air quality levels and appropriate margins required to ensure the protection of vegetation, health and the
to indicate air quality levels and appropriate margins required to ensure the protection of vegetation, health and

For building the health infrastructure in the country. Over 30 thousand crore rupees were set on up setting new NHMs in the country.

Besides, 75 new Government Medical Colleges have also been approved by the Government. Ayushman Bharat-Pradhan Mantri

Prime Minister has announced to provide 15 thousand crore rupees for building the health infrastructure in the country. Over 30 thousand crore rupees were set on up setting new NHMs in the country.

The political spectrum contended Amar Singh’s death and shaving it was of those politicians who had friends in all parties. (Source: India.gov.in)

KVK and agricultural scientists have an important role to play in Agriculture development: Minister

Union Agriculture and Rural Development Minister, Shri Narendra Singh Tomar said, there are the inherent capabilities of lifting the country out of any crisis.

Addressing a workshop, Shri Tomar said, the farming community will play a leading role in achieving self-sufficiency. Shri Narendra Modi's dream of an Aatmanirbhar Bharat. Expressing satisfaction at the kharif crop sowing operations despite the COVID-19 pandemic, he said, history is witness to the fact that the country’s rural areas

Rajya Sabha MP Amar Singh passed away

New Delhi, Aug 1

Amar Singh member of Parliament died at a hospital in Singapore. Singh had been under treatment at the hospital for several months and had lately been admitted to its intensive care unit. He was 64. Leaders across the political spectrum contended Amar Singh's death and shaving it was of those politicians who had friends in all parties. (Source: India.gov.in)

Govt. steps up efforts to create robust

New Delhi, Aug 1

Government has stepped up efforts to create a robust health infrastructure in the country. In the last six years, the Government has taken several major steps to improve affordable and quality healthcare to the people. Building a New India where everyone gets affordable healthcare services is the primary goal of the Central Government. To achieve this target, the Government has taken several historic decisions in the last few years which have helped in creating the modern health care system. Prime Minister has announced to provide 15 thousand crore rupees for building the health infrastructure in the country. Over 30 thousand crore rupees were set on up setting new NHMs in the country.

Meanwhile, due to the pandemic COVID-19 and countrywide lockdown, unforeseen circumstances have arisen due to which the equipments and accessories have not reached Port Blair till date.

The tender and awarding the work to the M/s Environment SA India Pvt. Ltd, Mumbai during the month of Jan, 2020. After the successful installation and commissioning of CAAQS at Port Blair, this station will be capable of monitoring real time data on CO, SO2, NOx, PM10, PM2.5, parameters etc with CPCB's Metological data and will be displayed on real time basis. The same data will be transmitted to CPCB, New Delhi.

Also, the Andaman and Nicobar Islands with the technical team of CPCB has identified the B B road near to the CET, the Andaman Nicobar Pollution Control Committee (ANPCC) with the technical help from CPCB has finalised the

Rainfall upto 0830 hrs of date (last 24 hrs)- in mm: 041.9

Sunset time on 02.08.2020 (in IST): 1744

Sunrise time on 02.08.2020 (in IST): 0507

Maximum Temperature (°C) of Date: Sunday 02/08/2020. The

Moderate to heavy rainfall very likely over Port Blair District during the next 24 hours. The
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Govt. working with RBI to restructure loans due to impact of Coronavirus: FM

New Delhi, Aug 1

Union Finance Minister, Ms. Nirmala Sitharaman, said in her address, the government is working with RBI to restructure loans due to the impact of the COVID-19. The Finance Minister was addressing the National External Committee Meeting (NECM) of the Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry (FICCI) on Friday.

Ms. Sitharaman asserted that banks cannot refuse to credit MSMEs covered under the emergency credit facility and any terms must be brought to the notice. She was responding to the concerns raised by the FICCI members about the difficulties faced by the MSMEs in taking loans under the Emergency Credit Guarantee Scheme.

On the suggestion of creating an institution to handle the emerging credit requirements of the industry, the Finance Minister informed that the government is working on the demand of the hospitality sector for extension of moratorium or restructuring of the loans. (Source: india.gov.in)

Govt. extends ban on international flights till August 31

New Delhi, Aug 1

The Government on Tuesday extended the ban on international flights till August 31. The ban is aligned with the pandemic situation, Transport Bubale Minister, Mr. Hardeep Singh Puri said. The ban is in line with the DGCA's initiative to allow flights between the two countries in consultation with the DGCA.

International flights will be allowed before the national lockdown is announced. As part of allowing gradual movement of flights, the ban on international flights till 31st August was passed by the cabinet on Tuesday.